Welcome to the
Old Vicarage School

At the Old Vicarage School, we ensure your daughter is
given an exceptional start, both academically and socially,
with many happy memories of her time at school. We aim
to fulfil her potential and exceed your expectations.
We are non-selective and are very proud of our outstanding
academic achievements. Our classes have around 14
girls and our experienced and inspirational staff encourage
self-esteem and give them a strong educational foundation.
We are equally proud of the all round education the girls
receive: whether it be musical, dramatic, artistic or
sporting. Girls develop confidence, self-discipline and
respect for others.

We are based in a beautiful Grade 2* listed ‘castle’ on
Richmond Hill, ideally placed for the parks, museums,
theatres and sports grounds nearby. While we retain
traditional values, we have a clear vision for the future and
ensure that our teaching and facilities combine
the very best of the old and the new.
We hope you will get a good feel for us from our
prospectus and website but there is nothing like
seeing the school for yourself. Please contact the
school office for details of our next Open Morning.
I look forward to meeting you.
Mrs Gillian Linthwaite, MA (Oxon), PGCE
Headmistress
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The Old Vicarage community

From the moment a girl arrives in Reception, she will
be embraced by the close and caring community that
summarises the Old Vicarage. Her class teacher and
teaching assistant will ensure she feels at home and
the very high teacher-to-pupil ratio means that no-one
is overlooked.
The younger girls are assigned buddies – girls who
are three years older – who will befriend them in the
playground, much as an older sister would, as well as join
them at key moments of the year for events and outings.
This establishes security and leads to some
long lasting and very loyal friendships.
Our School Council, run by the Head Girl and Deputy Head
Girl, collects suggestions from all the girls in the school, via
the class reps, and gives a voice and responsibility to them
all. Recent suggestions have led to playground games, a
climbing wall and ideas to include on the lunch menu.
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All our Year 6 girls are prefects and will help to run the
school; from supervising movement around the school,
leading playground games, serving lunch, helping to
organise sports fixtures and helping in the library.
Some prefects are attached to our younger classes
and provide valuable help in the mornings. The girls
relish the responsibility and rise to the challenge.
Our houses – Burney, Elizabeth, Houblon and Sheridan;
named after notable figures in the history of the building or
Richmond – bind the girls together. Numerous social and
competitive events on a house basis are organised each
year and rewards for good work, behaviour, kindness and
courtesy are counted towards the prestigious house shield
presented annually at the year end.

www.oldvicarageschool.com
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Learning
The Old Vicarage prides itself on being a non-selective
school at Reception with high academic standards; girls
are selected for Reception in order of registration and,
should the application be for one of the occasional places
higher up the school, a day spent with us will ensure that
we are the right place for your daughter.
In Reception, we provide an easy transition from nursery.
Girls are given a thorough grounding in phonics and
reading and will be taught to recognise and use numbers.
We also believe that the Reception year establishes a
secure environment so that the girls enjoy coming to
school and in which they will be able to flourish and learn
easily.
We use the National Curriculum as the basis of our teaching
but extend the girls and broaden their education in so
many ways. French is taught from Reception and Mandarin
added from Year 4. Thinking skills are taught throughout
the school to challenge the girls to develop the lateral
thinking and creativity that will help them throughout their
education. Our state-of-the-art ICT suite, interactive
whiteboards in every room and Ipads, allow the girls
access to the enormous range of resources available on
the internet and for teaching materials to be presented in
innovative and attractive ways.

Our small classes allow teachers to provide the
individualised teaching appropriate for each girl. On
occasion, more specialised support may be required
and is provided within the class or in one-to-one
lessons with the Learning Support Teacher.
In the Upper School, girls have a Form Teacher who
provides pastoral care and who teaches them a subject
and they will have different teachers for all other subjects. In
this way they will be taught by specialists and real
enthusiasts and every girl will also be known by, and know,
all the teachers of the school.
Our girls are prepared for the examinations of the top
London day schools and for the Common Entrance papers
for the leading boarding schools. We have an excellent
record in securing entry and scholarships to the most
prestigious schools and a detailed list of recent school
offers is included in the pocket at the back of this
prospectus. Well over 90% of girls succeed in entering the
senior school of their first choice.
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The arts

The creative opportunities in the Old Vicarage allow
new skills to be learned and confidence and poise to
be developed. The Art and Design Technology area
is a hive of activity and girls love the many new skills they
learn, from studying the sculptures of Henry Moore
to the patterns of Islamic Art; from designing wheeled
vehicles with axles to clocks that work.
The new kitchen allows the girls to develop their cooking
skills as part of the Design Technology curriculum, leading
to regular tastings as well as delicious smells wafting
through the building.
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Highlights of the year are always the Nativity plays
performed by the girls in the Lower School. We expect
everyone to take part and are so proud of the growing
confidence of the girls as performers. The Upper School
embrace the spring with short musicals at the end of term
and have entertained us with versions of The Owl and the
Pussycat, The Jungle Book and Les Misérables in recent
years. The summer term culminates in the
Year 6 tour-de-force of a full length musical, confidently
performed with relish by girls, some of whom once took shy
and nervous steps through the door into Reception, who
now hold the stage and shine in a solo.

The Upper School girls are able to prepare for the Lamda
Speech and Drama exams and also to make presentations
as part of their work for the English Speaking Board.
We have been entertained in assembly by presentations
on French cheeses, competitive sailing and South Africa,
among many others. The confidence and poise shown by
these girls never ceases to amaze us.
Music plays a very important part in the life of the school. All
the girls have regular music lessons with a specialist
teacher and will be taught to appreciate music of many
cultures and generations. They will be taught the recorder in
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those lessons, violin in Year 3 and be able to have
additional lessons in piano, singing, violin, flute, clarinet,
brass instruments and guitar with our visiting teachers.
Our Choirs and Musical Theatre group put on regular
performances to parents and take part in competitions and
festivals in Richmond and the surrounding area.
A highlight is the annual visit to the Royal Albert Hall to take
part in the massed children’s choir for a charity performance.
Equally memorable are visits to Charterhouse Chapel to
join other prep schools singing choral works with wonderful
acoustics and atmosphere.
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You win some, you lose some,
but you always try again

We are fortunate to be able to use the many excellent
facilities around the Borough of Richmond, most within
walking distance, enabling us to offer a full range of
sporting activities, including swimming, netball, hockey,
rounders and athletics.

Girls in the Lower School have their PE and Games lessons at
school, making good use of the well-equipped gym and
playground, complete with a safety surface. Control, ball
skills, hand-eye coordination and simple team games are
all taught.

Girls swim all year round and take part in many swimming
galas against other prep schools and in the Richmond
Borough Gala, where large numbers of girls achieve places
in the finals, with many medallists each year. Our own
swimming gala is a noisy, inter-house competition in which
records fall regularly and the least confident swimmer is
cheered perhaps more loudly than the fastest.

Upper School girls have sports afternoons off-site, with
a team of specialist teachers providing guidance in skills
and match practice. Regular fixtures are arranged against
local schools and successes and good sportsmanship are
celebrated in our daily assemblies. We are always proud of
the determination with which our girls play but also the
underlying sense of fairness and good humour.
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Special events

Many traditions have developed since the school was
founded and no year would be complete without them.
Girls of the Old Vicarage have always supported worthy
causes, with time and money donated freely. We hold
charity elections each year to choose our charity for the
year and then fundraise creatively with themed cake sales,
mad hair or mufti days and competitions. In addition,
we support the NSPCC with our Christmas post and Carol
Service collection and different local charities with
collections at Harvest and Christmas.
We celebrate the first 100 days in school for our girls in
Reception with a whole school Maths Day. Mathematical
investigations abound, mathematical art is created and
inter-house quizzes and competitions add an element of
competition. Times Tables are tested for the coveted
‘T’ badge. School uniform is forgotten for the day, with
costumes being a clever play on mathematical concepts
and phrases.
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Near the end of the Summer term, we have our ‘Out of the
Box’ days where girls will focus for three days on a theme
such as electricity or the environment or world geography.
Visits and visitors extend the girls, projects are prepared
and challenges relished.
School is not just about individual successes but also
working together as a team. It is clear that this happens in
sport but at the Old Vicarage also in Design Technology,
when our Year 6 girls in groups design and make a
complete item. In recent years this has been an outfit
based on a theme, such as space; one group member
models it on the catwalk and the others provide a fitting
commentary in our Fashion Show. Other projects have
included room designs and creating an item to solve a
problem.
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Trips and clubs

Richmond is ideally situated to allow us to make use of the
many historic sites, museums, theatres and facilities of
London and its surroundings. All the girls are taken on
regular trips to support their work in the classroom, extend
their knowledge and provide challenges as well as new
experiences. We regularly visit the British Museum, Science
Museum, Hindu Temple, Toy Museum, London Zoo, Hampton
Court Palace, The Wallace Collection and many others and
each year add different visits to our repertoire.
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Extra curricular offerings have included some weekend
trips to climbing walls and scuba diving centres. These are
only a small part of the extensive range of extra-curricular
clubs available to all the girls in the school. They change
every term but have included recently yoga, sports team
practices, cookery, Bollywood dancing, chess, debating,
Young Adventurers, Arts and Craft, Musical Theatre and
Choir, Mad Scientist and Mixed Sports.

Out of school

All girls in the Upper School go away on a residential trip of
a progressively longer duration, with the aim of linking it
into a part of their work at school but more importantly, to
develop independence, confidence and organisation.

The intrepid spirit continues in Year 5 when the girls ‘go
wild’ in the woods; building their own shelters and fires,
tracking, learning first aid skills, climbing trees and lake
swimming. The increase in confidence among the girls on
their return is palpable.

Year 3 generally go for one night and in recent years
have visited Juniper Hall, near Box Hill, for two days of
compass work, landscape sketching and painting, and
studies of invertebrates and small mammals in their
habitats. A regular winter highlight is to undertake
everything in deep snow!

Year 6 finish their time at the Old Vicarage with a weeklong trip to a chateau in northern France to enable them
to practise their French, visit the Normandy landing beaches
and the Bayeux Tapestry and sample French markets. The
accents vary but vocabulary increases noticeably.

Year 4 will spend two nights away and their trip links
with their study of the Celts and Romans. Recently we have
visited a recreation of an iron age settlement in Dorset
where their girls have understood the importance of a
hillfort and practised their own storming, have ground corn
and made butter, made wattle and daub bricks, ploughed,
minted coins and looked after rare breed livestock.

A highlight for many girls in Years 4, 5 and 6 is the biennial
week-long ski trip in the Easter holidays, which in recent
years has been to Folgarida in Italy. As many as 50 girls
and 10 staff and their partners have enjoyed the quiet
slopes, excellent snow, delicious food and camaraderie.
Swimming, skating, treasure hunts, talent shows and
a disco have all added to a tremendous week.
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The Friends

We are exceptionally fortunate to have a parent body that
embraces the community of the Old Vicarage and is so
willing to help in any way possible. On any day there will be
parents in the school helping younger girls with reading,
running the library, accompanying girls on trips or to
swimming, cooking with a group or sharing their many
areas of knowledge experience and expertise.
Our Friends, to which every family belongs, perform
a vital role in ensuring that new parents are welcomed,
have all the information they need and are an initial
social link on which many lasting friendships are based.

Representatives of each class meet regularly to feed
suggestions to the school and disseminate information
from it. We welcome their input and the ideas of all parents
through our open door policy and the formal channels
such as the Year Group Coffee mornings and surveys.
Our Friends run many events throughout the year to
provide fun to all the school community and raise funds for
all sorts of extras, such as playground games and
curtaining and flats for the stage and the equipment of our
new library.

“The Friends is a fantastic way to meet other parents
and have fun while raising funds for the school.”
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Old Vicarage in the community

We have supported a local maintained school, and have
enhanced their teaching of music by sharing our music
teacher one day a week. Our Friends have fundraised in
recent years to provide music resources and instruments.
We set up the Old Vicarage Fund to support pupils in two
maintained schools who would otherwise be unable to
attend school trips and who might be unable to afford key
items of school uniform.
We have also recently established a Bursary scheme,
which aims to support girls in a local girls’ senior school.
The support is means tested but can be 100% of the cost
of their fees and expenses.
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What happens after the Old Vicarage School?

Girls leave the Old Vicarage with all the building blocks
to prepare them for their next schools. They have had
an excellent grounding in the core skills and can write
imaginatively, persuasively and with a passion for language.
They have learned to love solving problems with numbers
and have developed very quick skills of calculation. They
have become true scientists, learning to question and
explore the world around them.
As important, is the confidence and poise that they have
developed through nurture, through friendship and through
challenge in a supportive environment. Girls have discovered
that they can do all sorts of things they never thought they
could – from singing a solo in a school play to captaining a
team; from making a presentation about their own interests
to showing off their school to visiting parents.
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They are prepared for the challenges of their next schools
with programmes as diverse as Junior Citizen, Cookery
and Self Defence classes. They learn to be organised
themselves and to organise others, as prefects and House
Captains.
Our girls go on to the leading London day schools and
a range of the most prestigious boarding schools. Each
year, girls win scholarships and awards for academic
excellence and talents in sport, art, music and drama. We
are always delighted to welcome so many of them back,
as they cannot resist the temptation to revisit old friends
and teachers.

come and see old Vicarage school for yourself – call us on 020 8940 0922 to arrange a visit.

old Vicarage school
48 richmond hill
richmond-upon-thames
surrey tW10 6QX
www.oldvicarageschool.com

t 020 8940 0922
F 020 8948 6834
e office@oldvicarageschool.com

